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Abstract
We study wavelength assignment in an optical network where each ﬁber has a ﬁxed capacity of  wavelengths.
Given demand routes, we aim to minimize the maximum ratio between the number of ﬁbers deployed on a link e
and the number of ﬁbers required on the same link e when wavelength assignment is allowed to be fractional. Our
main results are negative ones.We show that there is no constant-factor approximation unless NP⊆ ZPP. In addition,
unless NP ⊆ ZPTIME(npolylog n) we show that there is no log  approximation for any  ∈ (0, 1) and no log m
approximation for any  ∈ (0, 0.5) where m is the number of links in the network. Our analysis is based on the
hardness of approximating the chromatic numbers. On the positive side, we present algorithms with approximation
ratios O(log m + log ), O(log Dmax + log ) and O(Dmax) respectively, where Dmax is the length of the longest
path.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Weconsider the problemof achieving transparency in optical networks.A path is said to be routed trans-
parently if it is assigned the same wavelength from its source to its destination. Transparency is desirable
since wavelength conversion is expensive and defeats the advantage of all-optical
transmission.
More formally, we consider an optical network consisting of vertices and optical links and a set of
demands each of which needs to be routed from a source vertex to a destination vertex on a single
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wavelength. Each optical link has one or multiple parallel ﬁbers deployed. The fundamental constraint
is that for each wavelength , each ﬁber can carry at most one demand that is assigned wavelength .
A common problem is to minimize the number of wavelengths required so that all demands can be
routed assuming one ﬁber per link. However, in reality a more pertinent problem is that the number of
wavelengths that each ﬁber can carry is ﬁxed to some value , i.e. the total number of wavelengths is ﬁxed.
(For example, [11] lists the ﬁber capacities from different vendors.) The problem now is to minimize the
number of ﬁbers required.
For most service providers, the cost of a ﬁber on a link can be divided into two components. First,
there is the cost of renting the ﬁber from a “dark-ﬁber” provider. Second, there is the cost of purchasing
optical equipment to “light” the ﬁber. When networks are being designed, the exact form of these costs
are often not well known. For example, the dark-ﬁber providers may regularly update their rental rates
and the cost of optical equipment may be subject to negotiation. Moreover, the service providers may
have to rent from different dark-ﬁber providers in different parts of the country and each may have
different pricing strategies. Therefore, over time the ﬁber cost may vary nonuniformly from link to
link.
Despite this, we do know that the number of ﬁbers we use on a link must be at least the total number
of demands routed through the link divided by the number of wavelengths per ﬁber. One robust way to
ensure our network cost is low regardless of the exact cost structure is to minimize the ratio between the
number of ﬁbers actually used on the link and this lower bound.
In this paper we assume that the path followed by each demand is already ﬁxed. Wavelength assign-
ment is therefore the only problem. In an alternative formulation, routing and wavelength assignment
could be performed simultaneously. However, in many practical situations arising in optical network
design, routing is determined by some higher-level speciﬁcations (e.g. carriers may require min-hop
routing, see [10,8]). Hence, it is important to consider the wavelength assignment problem in isola-
tion. We also remark that once a demand is assigned a wavelength, which ﬁber on each link actu-
ally carries the demand is not an issue. This is because modern optical devices such as mesh optical
add-drop multiplexers allow distinct wavelengths from different ﬁbers to be multiplexed into a new
ﬁber.
Fiber minimization with ﬁxed routing is NP-hard on networks with general topology (by a simple
reduction from graph coloring). In this paper we focus on upper and lower bounds for approximating the
problem.
1.1. Problem deﬁnition and preliminaries
We now describe the basic version of our problem. We consider a network and a set of demands D
where each demand i is routed on a given path Pi . We require that each demand is assigned a wavelength
 from the set {0, 1, . . . , −1}. For each link e, if at most re demands passing through link e are assigned
wavelength  for each , then the number of ﬁbers required on link e is re. If e is the number of paths
that pass through e, then fe = e/ is clearly a lower bound on re.
There are a number of distinct ways to deﬁne the objective function. For the reasons mentioned earlier
we focus on a variant in which our goal is to minimize the maximum ratio between the number of ﬁbers
deployed on a link e and the corresponding lower bound fe. (Wemention some other variants in Section 5.)
The problem may be formulated as an integer program. Let variable Ci, indicate whether or not demand
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i uses wavelength . Our problem, which we call MIN-FIBER, can be written as follows for binary Ci,.
min z
s.t. ∑
i:e∈Pi
Ci,z · fe ∀e, , (1)
∑

Ci, = 1 ∀i. (2)
We note that the linear relaxation of the above IP always has an optimal solution z = 1 and Ci, = 1/
for all demands i and wavelengths .
1.2. Our results
• We begin in Section 2 by presenting a negative result. We show that unless NP⊆ ZPP there is no
polynomial-time constant-factor approximation algorithm for the MIN-FIBER problem. ZPP is the class
of languages that can be recognized using a randomized algorithm that always gives the correct answer
and whose expected running time is polynomial in the size of the input. Our result is based on the
hardness result for graph coloring of Feige and Kilian [9].
• In Section 3 we further improve the lower bound. Unless NP ⊆ ZPTIME(npolylog n), we show that
there is no log -approximation for any  ∈ (0, 1) and no log m-approximation for any  ∈ (0, 0.5)
where m is the number of links in the network. ZPTIME(npolylog n) is the set of languages that have
randomized algorithms that always give the correct answer and have expected running time npolylog n.
• In Section 4 we turn our attention to positive results. In Section 4.1 we show that using randomized
rounding we can obtain a solution in which the number of ﬁbers required on each link e is at most 2fe +
6(log m+ log ). (All logarithms are to the base e.) This gives us an O(log m+ log ) approximation
algorithm. We note that this algorithm can be derandomized using the standard method of conditional
expectations.
In Section 4.2 we apply the path-length rounding scheme of [12] to create a solution in which the
number of ﬁbers required on each link e is at most fe + Dmax, where Dmax is the length of the longest
path in the network. This gives us an O(Dmax) approximation algorithm which is an improvement over
the randomized rounding method when the paths are short.
In Section 4.3 we use the Lovász Local Lemma to show that there always exists a solution in which
the number of ﬁbers required on each link e is 2fe + 6(log Dmax + log ).
• In Section 5 we conclude by presenting two variants of the MIN-FIBER problem and indicating which
of our results still apply.
1.3. Previous work
For the case in which the number of available wavelengths is not ﬁxed, the problem of minimizing
the number of wavelengths used has been much studied, e.g. [1,3,4,20]. Some papers focus on common
special topologies such as rings [14,24] and trees [16,15,6]. The work listed here is by nomeans complete.
A good survey on the subject can be found in [13].
Our problem of ﬁber minimization with a ﬁxed ﬁber capacity has been introduced more recently.
In [25,17] the authors prove that coloring demands on a line only requires the minimum number of
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ﬁbers per link, i.e. fe ﬁbers on link e. This generalizes the well-known algorithm for coloring interval
graphs. In addition, [17] shows that the problem becomes NP-hard once the network topology is more
complicated. The authors provide 2-approximation algorithms for rings and stars. Recent work on trees
include [5,7] and the results in [5] imply a 4-approximation.
In [2] a different objective is studied. The authors aim to minimize the total amount of ﬁber deployed
when the demand routes are unknown a priori. They show that for a general network topology there is no
log1/4− m approximation for any  > 0 unless NP ⊆ ZPTIME(npolylog n). For total ﬁber minimization,
both [2] and [22] offer approximation algorithms.
2. Basic lower bound
In this section we show that there is no constant factor approximation to the MIN-FIBER problem
unless NP⊆ ZPP. Our construction is based on hardness of approximation results for graph coloring.
For any graph G we use (G) to denote the chromatic number of G and (G) to denote the size of the
maximum independent set of G. Throughout this section we shall use the terms “color” and “wavelength”
interchangeably.
Feige and Kilian [9] construct a randomized reduction from 3SAT to graph coloring with the following
properties. Given a 3CNF formula  and a constant ε, they randomly construct an n-node graph G (where
n is polynomial in the size of ) such that,
• If  is satisﬁable then with probability 1, G can be colored with nε colors, i.e. (G)nε.
• If  is not satisﬁable then with high probability the maximum independent set in G has at most nε
nodes, i.e. (G)nε with high probability. Note that since (G) · (G)n this immediately implies
that (G)n1−ε.
Feige and Kilian use this reduction to show that there is no n1−ε approximation for graph coloring unless
NP⊆ ZPP.We shall use it to show that for any constant c there is no c-approximation for MIN-FIBER unless
NP⊆ ZPP.
2.1. Constructing an instance of MIN-FIBER
We now demonstrate how to take a graph G and create an instance of MIN-FIBER on a network N. For
each node v in G we have a demand dv . The links in N consist of two sets E1 and E2. All links in E1 are
non-adjacent, i.e. no 2 links in E1 have a vertex in common. The links in E2 are used to connect up the
links in E1.
More precisely, for each clique Q in G with c + 1 nodes we create a link eQ in N and these links
form the link set E1. The demand dv passes through eQ for all v ∈ Q. If demand dv has to pass through
links eQ0, . . . , eQz−1 then there also exists a link fv,j in E2 that connects the head of eQj with the tail
of eQj+1 . The full path of dv is eQ0, fv,0, eQ1, . . . , eQz−2, fv,z−2, eQz−1 . We illustrate the construction of
the network N from a graph G in Fig. 1. The number of colors in our instance of MIN-FIBER is  = nε.
2.2. Reduction from 3SAT to MIN-FIBER
Given a 3CNF formula  we ﬁrst choose a constant ε such that ε < 1
c+1 . We then construct a random
n-node graph G according to the method of Feige and Kilian [9] for this parameter ε. Finally, we convert
the graph G into an instance of MIN-FIBER on a network N according to the method of the previous section.
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Fig. 1. An example of the construction for c = 2. (Left) Graph G with 4 cliques of size 3. (Upper right) Demands and routes
created from G. (Lower right) Network N, solid lines represent links in E1 and dotted lines represent those in E2.
Note that since c is a constant, the number of demands and links in N are both polynomial in n which is
in turn polynomial in the size of .
Lemma 1. If  is satisﬁable then with probability 1 the demands in N can be colored such that at most
one ﬁber is required on each link. If  is not satisﬁable then with high probability, for any coloring of the
demands in N, some link requires c + 1 ﬁbers.
Proof. Suppose that  is satisﬁable. Then with probability 1 the graph G is colorable with  = nε colors.
For any such coloring, we color the demands in N such that demand dv receives the same color as node
v. Clearly, for any clique Q in G and any color , there is at most one node in Q that receives color .
Hence for any link eQ in E1, there is at most one demand passing through link eQ that receives color .
Therefore each link in E1 requires only one ﬁber in order to carry all its demands. The links in E2 have
only one demand and so they trivially require one ﬁber only. Hence at most one ﬁber is required on any
link in N.
To prove the other direction, suppose that  is unsatisﬁable. Then with high probability (G)nε.
Suppose for the purpose of contradiction that we can color the demands in N with  = nε colors such that
each link requires at most c ﬁbers. This implies that for any link eQ in E1, not all the demands passing
through eQ receive the same color. Consider now the corresponding coloring of the nodes in G. 1 By the
construction of our network N, for any clique Q with c + 1 nodes, not every node in Q receives the same
color.
1 Note that this is not necessarily a proper coloring. Some edges in G may have both endpoints assigned the same color.
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Let X be the induced subgraph of G on the set of nodes that constitutes the largest color class. We
have just shown that X does not contain a clique of size c + 1. Moreover, since X is contained in G,
(X)(G)nε. Ramsey’s theorem (see e.g. [18]) immediately implies that,
|X|
(
((G) + 1) + (c + 1) − 2
(c + 1) − 1
)
(G)c. (3)
Since X constitutes the largest color class and there are nε colors, |X|nεn. Hence,
|X|n1−ε
⇒ (G)cn1−ε
⇒ (G)n 1−εc > nε,
since ε < 1
c+1 . This contradicts the fact that (G)n
ε
. 
Theorem 2. There is no c-approximation to MIN-FIBER for any constant c unless NP⊆ ZPP.
Proof. Suppose for the purpose of contradiction that C is a polynomial time c-approximation algorithm.
We use this to construct a randomized algorithm B for 3SAT. For each instance , algorithm B creates a
random graph G and then converts it to an instance of MIN-FIBER on a network N as described above. It
then runs algorithm C on the instance of MIN-FIBER. If the solution returned by algorithm C is at most c
then algorithm B returns “satisﬁable”, otherwise algorithm B returns “unsatisﬁable”. Lemma 1 implies
that,
• If  is satisﬁable then the optimal solution to the instance of MIN-FIBER is 1. Since algorithm C is a
c-approximation algorithm, it returns a value of at most c. Therefore algorithm B outputs “satisﬁable”.
• If  is unsatisﬁable then with high probability the optimal solution to the instance of MIN-FIBER is c+1.
Therefore algorithm C returns a solution of at least c+1. Therefore algorithm B outputs “unsatisﬁable”.
Note that algorithm B has one-sided error. Hence 3SAT ∈ coRP and so NP ⊆ coRP. This implies RP ⊆
NP ⊆ coRP ⊆ coNP which in turn implies NP = coNP = RP = coRP = RP∩coRP = ZPP. 
3. Improved lower bound
In this section we derive more general hardness results by examining the construction of Feige and
Kilian in more detail. In particular, given a 3CNF formula  and a constant ε, they construct a random
graph G on n nodes with parameters a, , A and k. (As an aside, the parameters a,  and A are associated
with a randomized Probabilistically Checkable Proof for NP and k is associated with a random graph
product on a graph generated from the PCP. However, these interpretations are not important for our
purposes.) The parameters are chosen so that the following relationships hold. More speciﬁcally, the
parameters a and  are ﬁxed to some constants such that Eq. (5) holds. The parameter A is polynomial
in the size of  and k is polylogarithmic in the size of . In particular, k is chosen sufﬁciently large such
that Lemma 3 holds.
n = ak, (4)
1 
log a
log a
1 − ε, (5)
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A = poly(||), (6)
k = (log1/	 ||) for any 	 ∈ (0, 1) of our choice. (7)
Feige and Kilian show that graph G has the following properties:
1. If  is satisﬁable then with probability 1, G can be colored with (1+ log n)/k colors, i.e. (G)(1+
log n)/k .
2. If  is not satisﬁable then (G)kA with high probability, which implies (G)n/(kA).
From the graph G we construct an instance of MIN-FIBER in the same manner as in the previous section.
We set,
= (1 + log n)/k, (8)
c = log1−	 n for any 	 ∈ (0, 1) of our choice. (9)
Lemma 3. We can choose k = (log1/	 ||) such that (1+log n)(kA)c
k
< n.
Proof. Immediate from the parameter deﬁnitions. 
The following is analogous to Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. If  is satisﬁable then with probability 1 the demands in N can be colored with  colors such
that at most 1 ﬁber is required on each link. If  is not satisﬁable then with high probability, for any
coloring of the demands in N, some link requires c + 1 ﬁbers.
Proof. For the case in which  is satisﬁable, the proof is identical to Lemma 1.
For the other direction, suppose that  is unsatisﬁable but we color the demands in N with  colors
such that each link requires at most c ﬁbers. Consider the corresponding coloring of G and let X be
the induced subgraph of G on the set of nodes that constitutes the largest color class. As in Eq. (3) in
the proof of Lemma 1, |X|(G)c. By the construction of G, with high probability (G)kA, which
implies |X|(kA)c. Since X constitutes the largest color class and there are  = (1 + log n)/k colors,
|X|n/ = nk/(1 + log n). These inequalities imply that (kA)cnk/(1 + log n) which contradicts
Lemma 3. 
Note that since we have a link in the network N for each subset of c + 1 nodes in G, the size of the
instance of MIN-FIBER is polynomial in nc. The following is analogous to Theorem 2.
Theorem 5. Unless 3SAT has a randomized algorithmwith expected running timeO(||polylog(||)), there
is no log -approximation to MIN-FIBER for any  ∈ (0, 1), and there is no  (log m)-approximation
for any  ∈ (0, 0.5). Here,  is the number of colors per ﬁber and m is the number of links in MIN-FIBER.
Proof. As in Theorem 2 we assume for the purpose of contradiction that C is a polynomial time c-
approximation algorithm where c is deﬁned in Eq. (9). From C we can construct a randomized algorithm
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B for 3SAT such that if  is satisﬁable then B outputs “satisﬁable”; if  is unsatisﬁable then with high
probability B outputs “unsatisﬁable”.
The correctness of B is identical to Theorem 2. The running time of B is O(||polylog(||)) since both
k and c are polylogarithmic in ||. Since n and m = O(nc) we can show that c > (log )1−	 and
c = ((log m)1−1/(2−	)). We note that B can give an incorrect answer with low probability. However,
in the same way that NP⊆coRP implies NP⊆ ZPP we can convert B into a randomized algorithm that
always gives the correct answer and whose expected running time is O(||polylog(||)). 
4. Upper bounds
4.1. Randomized rounding
Recall that the linear relaxation of our MIN-FIBER problem always has an optimal solution z = 1
and Ci, = 1/ for all demands i and wavelengths . We adopt the technique of randomized rounding
introduced in [19]. For each demand i we choose a number xi uniformly at random in the range [0, 1]. If
xi ∈ [k/, (k + 1)/) then we round Ci, to 1 for  = k and round Ci, to 0 for  = k. After rounding the
constraint in Eq. (2) still holds. We use the Chernoff Bound from Theorem 3.35 in [21] to see how much
the constraint in Eq. (1) is violated. Let Cˆi, denote the rounded solution.
[Chernoff Bound]. If X1, . . . , Xn are independent binary random variables where the expectation x =
E
[∑
i Xi
]
, then it holds for all 	 > 0 that,
Pr
[ ∑
i Xi(1 + 	)x
]
e−min(	2,	)·x/3.
Lemma 6. For a particular link e and wavelength ,
Pr
[ ∑
i:e∈Pi Cˆi,2fe
]
m−2−2 if fe6(log m + log ),
Pr
[ ∑
i:e∈Pi Cˆi,fe + 6(log m + log )
]
m−2−2 if fe < 6(log m + log ).
Proof. By deﬁnition, the expected value of E[Cˆi,] is 1/. Hence, E
[∑
i:e∈Pi Cˆi,
]
= fe. Note that
for a ﬁxed link e and wavelength , the rounding of variables Ci, for demands i that go through e are
independent events. We can therefore apply the Chernoff Bound.
If fe6(log m + log ), then
Pr
[ ∑
i:e∈Pi Cˆi,(1 + 1)fe
]
e−fe/3e−2 log m−2 log  = m−2−2.
If fe < 6(log m + log ), then
Pr
[ ∑
i:e∈Pi Cˆi,
(
1 + 1
fe
· 6(log m + log )
)
fe
]
e−2 log m−2 log  = m−2−2. 
By applying the union bound over all links and wavelengths, we obtain the following:
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Theorem 7. We can round the fractional optimal solution such that with high probability the number of
ﬁbers deployed on each link e is at most 2fe + O(log m + log ). This implies an O(log m + log )
approximation algorithm.
We note that for large values of fe the approximation ratio approaches 2.We also note that by using the
slightly tighter Chernoff bound Pr[∑i Xi(1 + 	)x](e	/(1 + 	)1+	)x , the approximation ratio can
be marginally improved to O( log mlog log m + log log log ). However, for ease of exposition we ignore “log log”
factors in this paper.
4.2. Path length rounding
The following lemma is a variation of the rounding theorem in [12], due to Karp, Leighton, Rivest,
Thompson, Vazirani and Vazirani.
Lemma 8. Let A be a 0/1 matrix whose column sum is at most ; and let x be a vector of fractional
indicator variables where xk ∈ [0, 1] for each component indexed by k and , and∑ xk = 1 for each
k; and let vector b = Ax. We can compute a vector of integral indicator variables xˆ in polynomial time
such that
1. xˆk = {0, 1} for each component indexed by k and , and∑ xˆk = 1 for each k;
2. bˆi − bi for each i where vector bˆ = Axˆ.
Proof. The rounding algorithm proceeds in iterations. At the beginning of each iteration, let r be the
number of remaining constraints in the system Ax = b, let p be the number of remaining constraints
in the system Cx = 	1, which represents ∑ xk = 1 for each k; and let s be the number of remaining
indicator variables in vector x. (We reindex the remaining constraints and variables so that they are in
the ranges of 1 . . . p, 1 . . . r and 1 . . . s, respectively.) In brief, when r + p < s we round one or more
variables; when r + ps we eliminate a constraint in the system Ax = b. We repeat the iterations
described below until either all variables are rounded or all constraints in Ax = b are eliminated.
1. r + ps: Reduction in the number of constraints in the system Ax = b. Let S be the set of 0/1
vectors obtained by rounding each remaining xk either up to 1 or down to 0. We show below that for
some i, 1ir , (Ay)i(Ax)i +  for all y ∈ S. This means we can drop the ith constraint in Ax = b
since bˆi − bi no matter how the rounding is done. The existence of a redundant constraint i is shown
below.
∑
1 i r
max
y∈S ((Ay)i − (Ax)i) =
∑
1 i r
⎛
⎝ ∑
j :aij=1
aij (1 − xj )
⎞
⎠
=
∑
1j  s
⎛
⎝ ∑
i:aij=1
aij (1 − xj )
⎞
⎠

∑
1j  s
((1 − xj ))
= (s − p)
 r.
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The ﬁrst equality holds since A is a 0/1 matrix and so the maximum value of (Ay)i − (Ax)i is achieved
when y = 	1. The last equality follows from∑j xj = ∑1kp ∑ xk = p. (Here we index the vector
x in twoways, xj and xk.)We can now conclude that there exists an i, 1ir , such that (Ay)i(Ax)i+
for all y ∈ S. We can identify and discard such a constraint since it satisﬁes the above property if and
only if (A	1)i − (Ax)i.
2. r + p < s: Reduction in the number of variables. Let matrix M consist of 2 parts, the top p rows
representing matrix A and the bottom r rows representing matrix C. Since matrix M is singular, there
exists a non-zero vector z in the null space of M. Let ∗ = min{ > 0 : x+z has an integer component}.
We update x to x + ∗z. This new vector satisﬁes Ax = b and Cx = 	1, each of its component remains
between 0 and 1 and some component is integral. We now delete any integer component of xkl from x,
its corresponding column Am from A, its corresponding column Cm from C, and update b to b − xklAm.
For a given k, if xk is integral for all  we also remove the constraint
∑
 x
k = 1 from Cx = 	1.
It is easy to see that we maintain the following invariants at the beginning of each iteration.
• The remaining constraints and variables satisfy the systems Ax = b and Cx = 	1.
• When constraint i inAx = b is eliminated, then bˆi −bi holds no matter how the remaining variables
are rounded.
• For a given k, when xk is rounded for each  then∑ xˆk = 1.
At the end of all iterations, if some variables are not rounded we consider all the unrounded xk. For
each k, we round xk∗ to 1 for one arbitrary ∗ and the rest to 0. Since we maintain the invariants,
we have therefore rounded all variables and our lemma holds. If every variable is rounded, then each
remaining constraint i in Ax = b is a null constraint due to the ﬁrst invariant and bˆi − bi holds auto-
matically. 
It is easy to see that matrix A in the LP formulation of has 0/1 entries and its column sum is upper
bounded by the longest path length plus 1. Recall we denote the longest path length by Dmax. By applying
Lemma 8, we obtain,
Theorem 9. We can round the fractional optimal solution such that the number of ﬁbers deployed on
each link e is at most fe + Dmax.
4.3. Rounding with the Lovász Local Lemma
In this section we use the Lovász Local Lemma to show that there exists a solution in which the
number of ﬁbers deployed on each link e is at most 2fe + 6(log Dmax + log ). This bound is always an
improvement over the bound of Theorem 7 and is an improvement over the bound of Theorem 9 in some
situations.
Our argument is based on the rounding algorithm of Section 4.1. In Theorem 7 the additive term needs
to be O(log m + log ) due to a union bound that is applied to all links and all wavelengths. However,
if two links carry no common demand then rounding the demands going through one link is independent
of rounding those going through the other. In the following we break down the dependencies among the
links and apply the Lovász Local Lemma [23, pp. 57–58] to show that no link requires too many ﬁbers.
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[Lovász Local Lemma]. Let E1, . . . , En be a set of “bad events” each occurring with probability p and
with dependence at most d (i.e. every bad event is mutually independent of some set of n − d other bad
events). If 4pd < 1, then with probability greater than zero no bad event occurs.
We say that a bad event E{e,} occurs on a link e and wavelength  whenever too many demands in the
rounded solution are routed through e on wavelength . (We specify “too many” later.) Two bad events
E{e,} and E{e′,′} are dependent only if there is a demand that goes through both e and e′. If we let fmax
denote maxe fe then fmax ·  is the maximum number of demands that go through any link. Since Dmax
is the maximum path length, each bad event is dependent on at most Dmax · fmax ·  other bad events.
If E{e,} happens when more than 2fe + 6(log Dmax + log + log fmax) demands are routed through
e on wavelength , then E{e,} happens with probability 1/poly(Dmax, , fmax) by a Chernoff bound
argument as in Lemma 6. Since the dependency is at most Dmax · fmax · , no bad event happens with a
positive probability.
In the followingwe provide a construction to ensure that fmax is small thereby reducing the dependency
on a bad event and hence removing log fmax from the rounding error. For each link e we create xe
parallel links c1e , c2e , . . . , c
xe
e , where xe = fe/6(log Dmax+log ). In addition to choosing awavelength,
each demand also chooses which parallel link cke to go through for each link e along its given path. It is
easy to see that the following fractional solution is feasible. As before, each demand is carried over all 
wavelengths, a 1/ fraction over each wavelength. In addition, each demand is only carried on one out
of xe parallel links on e along its given path, i.e. a demand does not split among the parallel links. In
the fractional solution the total fractional demand going through any parallel link over any wavelength is
at most 6(log Dmax + log ). (One parallel link carries less demand if xe is not integral.)
For the rounded solution, we deﬁne a bad event Ec, on each parallel link c and wavelength . Suppose
c carries y6(log Dmax + log ) fractional demands over wavelength  before rounding. Then the bad
event Ec, happens if c carries more than y + 6(log Dmax + log ) integral demands over wavelength 
after rounding.
Lemma 10. With positive probability no bad event happens.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that a particular bad event E{c,} happens with probability 1/poly(Dmax, ). By the
construction of the fractional solution the expected number of demands that go through a parallel link c
over wavelength  is at most 6(log Dmax + log ). By applying the Chernoff bound as in Lemma 6 we
have
Pr
[
E{c,} happens
]
e−2 log Dmax−2 log  = D−2max−2.
The bad event E{c,} is dependent on another bad event E{c′,′} only if there exists a demand that goes
through both parallel links c and c′. By construction we know a demand does not split among parallel
links. Moreover, each parallel link carries at most 6(log Dmax + log ) demands over each wavelength.
Hence, each bad event depends on at most Dmax · 6(log Dmax + log ) ·  other bad events. The Lovász
Local Lemma therefore implies our lemma. 
Theorem 11. There exists a rounding of the fractional solution such that the number of ﬁbers deployed
on each link e is at most 2fe + 6(log Dmax + log ) where Dmax is the maximum number of links along
any demand path.
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Proof. If fe is more than 6(log Dmax + log ) then xe parallel links are created for link e. Of these
parallel links xe − 1 are “full”, i.e. each carries 6(log Dmax + log ) fractional demand over each
wavelength, and one possibly carries less demand and is “not full”. By Lemma 10, if no bad event
happens then after the rounding the number of demands that go through each full parallel link over any
wavelength is at most doubled and the number of demands that go through an unfull parallel link increases
by at most 6(log Dmax + log ).
If fe is at most 6(log Dmax + log ) then one parallel link is created for link e. By Lemma 10, if no
bad event happens, then at most 6(log Dmax + log ) more demands go through e over any wavelength
 after the rounding.
Hence, the total number of demands that go through link e over any wavelength  is at most 2fe +
6(log Dmax + log ) after the rounding. 
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented positive and negative results for approximating the MIN-FIBER problem.
We conclude by brieﬂy discussing two variants of MIN-FIBER with different objective functions and seeing
how our results apply. In the basic MIN-FIBER problem the objective is to minimize the ratio between the
number of ﬁbers deployed on link e and the lower bound fe. For the sake of comparison, we restate the
integer program.
Basic Version
s.t.
min z∑
i:e∈Pi
Ci,z · fe ∀e, ,∑

Ci, = 1 ∀i.
In the ﬁrst variant the new objective is to minimize the maximum, over all links e, of the number of ﬁbers
used on link e. As an integer program, this variant may be written as
Variant 1
s.t.
min z∑
i:e∈Pi
Ci,z ∀e, ,∑

Ci, = 1 ∀i.
We note that the hardness results of Sections 2 and 3 follow through, e.g. there is no constant-factor
approximation for Variant 1 of MIN-FIBER unless NP⊆ ZPP. This is because for the case in which the
3CNF formula 
 is satisﬁable, all links in the network require exactly 1 ﬁber. We also note that a lower
bound on the optimal value of this problem is maxe fe. By concentrating on the link e with the maximum
value of fe, the same approximation ratios proved in Section 4 also hold for this variant.
In the second variant we assume that we somehow know the cost per ﬁber on link e. We denote this
cost by Le. Our objective is to minimize the total cost of ﬁber needed to carry all the demands. We can
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formulate this variant as the following integer program.
Variant 2
s.t.
min
∑
e
zeLe∑
i:e∈Pi
Ci,ze ∀e, ,∑

Ci, = 1 ∀i.
Once again, the approximation ratios proved in Section 4 apply to this variant. However, our hardness
results of Sections 2 and 3 no longer apply. Indeed, for the instances constructed in our reductions,
randomized rounding gives a constant factor approximation for the problem of minimizing the total ﬁber
length.
We remark that all the results in this paper assume demand routes are given. If demand routes are not
ﬁxed, [2] shows that minimizing the objective of∑e ze has a logarithmic hardness bound.
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